Home Decoration Oil Painting
Lotus and Willow
RR-FL-168: Still life Oil Painting, Decoration Wall
Oil paintings, countryside oil painting, flowers still
life oil painting, flowers Oil Painting, impressionist
home decoration oil painting, modern still life oil
painting, still life oil painting

RR-FL-168:

The occurrence and evolution of imagery oil paintings is a
sudden change in the gene of world art history. It is the
expression of Chinese traditional philosophy and aesthetic
spirit through the artistic expression language of oil painting. It is not only a subjective spiritual experience, but also includes the performance of objects.
Imagery oil painting vividly expresses the characteristics of the blending of imagery and oil paintings. It is the international cultural identity formed by the
Chinese dialectical natural imagery's way of thinking and the conversion of narrative experience projection into the aesthetic structure of oil painting
language.Inquiry us , the first step to start the cooperation!!

Delivery timing: 7days – 21days
Capacity: 15000-20000pcs per month

FAQ
Q: If it is ok to get same samples from you ? How to Charge the sample fee and shipping ?
A: Yes, we support sample to test the quality, sample fee and shipping fee is depends on the details of the painting, afford by buyer.
Q: How to deal the problem if the painting has quality problem? What can we do for it ?
A: Please don’t worry about the quality, our quality is guaranteed, we will take the full responsibility if there any quality problem, if the problem you’ve



mentioned above happened we will replace them immediately free.
Q:Can you send us a basic quotation sheet for basic styles of paintings?
A: Yes, please just inquiry us, email will be send once we get your message.
Q: If we come to China, is that possible to meet your painter?
A: Sure, welcome to China, and we are very happy to Introduce our artists to you, we are in Shenzhen city, just let us know once you come to China

